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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in boolean satisfiability (SAT) solvers have
made it possible to solve structured formulas on the order of
a million variables. In this work we show how to efficiently
transform program analysis problems directly into SAT in-
stances. The translation is similar to generating verification
conditions, but we avoid exponential growth by introducing
temporary variables in place of using substitution. Unlike
most approaches based on general purpose theorem provers,
our transformation deals with modular arithmetic and bit
operations in a natural and efficient manner.

Our goal is to use SAT to solve some of the more difficult
problems in applying dataflow techniques to automatically
finding bugs in programs. We separate this task into two
parts. First, an input program in a conventional program-
ming language is filtered through a program abstractor. The
output of the abstractor is a program in a simplified impera-
tive programming language, with some properties annotated
with assertions. Next, we translate this simplified language
into SAT to check these assertions. We apply this technique
to checking state machine properties, determining path fea-
sibility, and detecting buffer overruns.

1. MOTIVATION
Static analysis has been shown to be very effective at find-

ing errors in large systems. A typical approach is to specify
an invariant property of an interface as an abstract state
machine. Once a property is specified, a program abstractor
determines the (possibly null) effect of each statement on the
abstract state machine. This formulation leads naturally to
an inter-procedural dataflow analysis which determines the
set of reachable states for each program point. The tool re-
ports an error for each program point that can be reached
in an error state.

One problem with this approach is that false paths caused
by correlated branches can lead to spurious error reports.
In our approach, we take a demand-driven approach to this
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problem. First, a relatively cheap dataflow analysis like that
performed by MC [14] or ESP [9] is performed to determine
if any errors are possible. If no errors are possible, no fur-
ther steps are necessary. If an error is reported, we translate
the statements and control flow of the offending procedure
into a boolean satisfiability (SAT) formula that is satisfiable
if the error is reachable. Recent advances in SAT solvers
have made it possible to solve instances with millions of
variables [18, 22], and our preliminary results show that in-
stances derived from small to moderate sized programs can
be handled by these solvers.

One benefit of this approach is flexibility. It will be sound
if the effect of each statement is modeled conservatively by
the program abstractor. On the other hand, a sound ap-
proach may require very conservative assumptions, resulting
in too many false error reports for certain programs or prop-
erties. This approach allows us to trade off soundness for
usefulness. For example, the program abstractor can take
advantage of ad-hoc conventions or domain-specific knowl-
edge to avoid spurious error reports in a potentially unsound
way.

In our basic approach, each value is precisely modeled at
the bit level by a SAT formula, so the analysis can handle
low-level features such as modular arithmetic and bitwise
operations. Thus, we believe that our approach will be ap-
plicable to detecting integer overflows, off-by-one errors, and
potentially buffer overflows, in addition to finite state ma-
chine properties.

2. TRANSLATION RULES
In this section, we describe the translation of programs

from a small imperative language called Simple into boolean
formulas. The translation outlined in this section is similar
to the verification condition generation algorithm given by
Flanagan and Saxe [13], except that the result is a boolean
formula instead of a formula containing more complex oper-
ations on variables.

A boolean formula f is described by the grammar

f ::= v | ¬f | f ∧ f | f ∨ f

where Vars is a set of boolean variables such that v ∈ Vars.
Boolean operators such as→, =, and ⊕ (xor) can be reduced
to the basic operators, and we will use them freely when
building boolean formulas.

The translation from Simple to boolean formulas is done in
two steps. In the first step, we simplify the source program
by conservatively transforming while loops into if statements,



S ::= skip

| S; S
| V ← E
| if (B) S else S
| while(B) S
| assume(B)

B ::= true | false | ¬B | B ∧ B | B ∨B | E comp E
E ::= V | C | unknown | uop E | E binop E

Figure 1: Abstract syntax for Simple, small im-
perative language. V represents variables, and C
represents constants. In this paper uop ∈ {−},
binop ∈ {+,−, band } where band is bitwise and,
and comp ∈ {<, =, 6=}.

and renaming variables so that each variable is only assigned
once along any path. This results in a simpler program in a
simpler language which we call, unsurprisingly, Simpler. In
the second phase, we translate the simplified program into
boolean formulas.

2.1 Source Language
Figure 1 gives the definition of Simple, the source language

of the translation. Simple is a small imperative language
with assignments, if statements, and while loops. Expres-
sions are side-effect free; we handle a variety of operators
ranging from modular addition and subtraction to bitwise
and, or, and negation. The type system is trivial: val-
ues are either boolean (bool) or n-bit integers (int). All
variables have type int. The expression unknown is a non-
deterministic int value, which is used to model loops and
unsupported operations. We use {· · · } to group statements
and (· · · ) to group expressions when it helps clarity.

2.2 Phase I: Handling Assignments and Loops
In an imperative language like C, variables can be and

usually are assigned multiple times during their lifespan.
Therefore they can take on different values at different pro-
gram points. But in a boolean formula, each boolean vari-
able can only take on one value. To bridge this gap, we
borrow an idea from the SSA transformation [8]: we rename
variables so that they are assigned only once on each path
and therefore can only take on one value on each path.

In order to rename variables at assignments, we use a sym-
bol table. The symbol table maps variables in the program
to fresh variables not in the original program. The symbol
table operations we use are:

• T (v) looks up the variable v in the symbol table T and
returns the result.

• Rename(T, V ) takes a table T and a set of variables
V from the original program and returns a new sym-
bol table with each v ∈ V mapped to a fresh variable
not used anywhere else, and each v /∈ V mapped to
T (v). If the set is empty, Rename returns the table
unchanged.

Finally, we use the functions Def(S) and Ref(S) to denote
the set of all variables defined and referenced in statement
S and all of its sub-statements.

With these symbol table operations, we can express the
rules for the first step of the translation, shown in Figure 2.

The rules define three translation functions, one for each

syntactic category:
E

; for int expressions,
B

; for bool ex-

pressions, and
S

; for statements.

E
;: expri × table→ expri
B

;: exprb × table→ exprb
S

;: stmt× table→ stmt× table

The function
E

; takes an int expression and a table and
recursively replaces each variable in the expression with the

variable it maps to in the table. The function
B

; does the

same thing for bool expressions. The function
S

; takes a
statement and a table and results in a new statement where
all variables assume only one value on any path and while

loops are desugared. The function
S

; also returns a new
table with the current symbol table mapping at the end of
the statement. Given a program P which consists of a single
statement, we can derive the transformed program and a
final table as:

〈P, Rename({}, Ref(P ) ∪ Def(P ))〉 S
; 〈P ′, T 〉

where Rename({}, Ref(P )∪Def(P )) is just a fresh table map-
ping every variable in the program into fresh variables.

The core rules for the first step of the transformation are
Assign, Seq, If, and While. We illustrate how these rules work
on a few examples in Figure 3. Figure 3a illustrates how the
rule for Assign renames a variable. It also illustrates how the
rule for If introduces variables to unify the value after taking
either of the branches. The introduced variables encode the
intuition that if the true branch is taken, then the variables
after the join point will have values from the true branch,
and vice versa for the false branch.

Figure 3b illustrates how the While rule conservatively
models the effect of loops. We translate a loop as a condi-
tional branch that either (1) executes the loop body one or
more times if the entry condition is true, or (2) never exe-
cutes if the entry condition is false. We simulate the effect
of (1) by assigning all variables defined in the loop body to
unknown, and then assuming the loop condition. This sets
the variables to arbitrary values that could have caused en-
try into the loop body. After the loop body, we assume the
negation of the loop condition, thus forcing the variables to
arbitrary values that would force exit of the loop, thus simu-
lating the last iteration of the loop. Without loop invariants,
this approximation can be imprecise.

We use the functions exec for the dynamic semantics of
Simple:

exec : stmt× env→ 2env

For lack of space we omit a formal definition of exec. The
exec function takes statements in Simple and an initial en-
vironment mapping variables to values and returns a set of
possible final environments after executing the statement.
The function is undefined if the statement loops forever,
therefore exec is a partial function. We assume that the
initial environment gives initial values to all variables used
in the program. The return value is a set of environments
because exec is nondeterministic; the nondeterminism is in-
troduced by the unknown expression, which is used to model
the nondeterministic choices of values in desugared while
loops. Also, we will use the notation T [η] to mean η ◦ T−1.
That is, if η(v) = a and T (v) = vi then T [η] maps vi 7→ a.



Statements:

〈skip, T 〉 S
; 〈skip, T 〉

Skip

〈b, T 〉 B
; b′

〈assume(b), T 〉 S
; 〈assume(b′), T 〉

Assume

〈S1, T 〉 S
; 〈S′

1, T
′〉, 〈S2, T

′〉 S
; 〈S′

2, T
′′〉

〈S1; S2, T 〉 S
; 〈S′

1; S
′
2, T

′′〉
Seq

v′ Fresh, 〈e, T 〉 E
; e′

〈v ← e, T 〉 S
; 〈v′ ← e′, T [v 7→ v′]〉

Assign

〈St, T 〉 S
; 〈S′

t, Tt〉, 〈Sf , T 〉 S
; 〈S′

f , Tf 〉, 〈b, T 〉 B
; b′

D = Def(St) ∪ Def(Sf )
T ′ = Rename(T, D)
At =

�
v∈D

T ′(v)← Tt(v)
Af =

�
v∈D

T ′(v)← Tf (v)

〈if (b) St else Sf , T 〉 S
; 〈if (b′) {S′

t; At} else {S′
f ; Af}, T ′〉

If

A =
�

v∈Def(S)(v ← unknown)

G = if (b) {A; assume(b); S; assume(¬b)} else {skip}
〈G, T 〉 S

; 〈G′, T ′〉
〈while(b) S, T 〉 S

; 〈G′, T ′〉
While

bool Expressions:

〈true, T 〉 B
; true

True
〈b, T 〉 B

; b′

〈¬b, T 〉 B
; ¬b′

Not

〈b1, T 〉 B
; b′1, 〈b2, T 〉 B

; b′2

〈b1 ∧ b2, T 〉 B
; b′1 ∧ b′2

And

〈e1, T 〉 E
; e′1, 〈e2, T 〉 E

; e′2

〈e1 comp e2, T 〉 B
; e′1 comp e′2

Comp

int Expressions

T (v) = v′

〈v, T 〉 E
; v′

Var
〈c, T 〉 E

; c
Const

〈unknown, T 〉 E
; unknown

Unknown

〈e, T 〉 E
; e′

〈uop e, T 〉 E
; uop e′

Uop

〈e1, T 〉 E
; e′1, 〈e2, T 〉 E

; e′2

〈e1 binop e2, T 〉 E
; e′1 binop e′2

Binop

Figure 2: Phase I of the translation: we remove assignments and desugar while loops. For a set D = {x, y, z},
the meaning of

�
v∈D

v is x; y; z. Some straightforward rules are omitted.

if (c 6= 0)
v ← v + 1

else

v ← v − 1
v ← v + 1

S
;

if (c0 6= 0) {
v1 ← v0 + 1;
v3 ← v1

} else {
v2 ← v0 − 1;
v3 ← v2

}
v4 ← v3 + 1

Initial : [c 7→ c0, v 7→ v0] Final : [c 7→ c0, v 7→ v4]

while(v < 10)
v ← v + 1

S
;

if (v0 < 10) {
v1 ← unknown;
assume(v1 < 10);
v2 ← v1 + 1;
assume(¬(v2 < 10));
v3 ← v2

} else {
v3 ← v0

}

Initial : [v 7→ v0] Final : [v 7→ v3]

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Example translations of an if statement and a while statement with initial and final tables.



With that, we can state the soundness lemma for Phase I of
the translation.

Lemma 1 (Phase I of the translation is sound)
Given Simple program S, initial store η and a well formed
symbol table T , if

〈S, T 〉 S
; 〈S′, T ′〉,

then

T ′[exec(S, η)] ⊆ exec(S′, T [η])

Proof: by structural induction on translation rules in phase
1.

2.3 Phase II: Translating to Boolean Formulas
Figure 4 shows the rules for the second phase of the trans-

lation. Like the rules for the first phase, the rules for this
phase specify three translation functions:

E→: expri → array(f)
B→: exprb → f
S→: stmt→ f

The
E→ function results in an array of boolean formulas,

each representing the symbolic value of one bit of the result.

The
B→ function results in a single boolean formula which

is satisfiable if the boolean expression can evaluate to true.

The
S→ function returns a boolean formula that has at least

one satisfying assignment for every possible terminating ex-
ecution of the statement. The translation uses the function
BitVec(v) which maps every int variable v to an array of
unique boolean variables.

For example, consider the expression x = y, which evalu-
ates to true iff x and y have the same value, false otherwise.
The rule Equal says that to translate x = y, first translate
x into an array of formulas [xn . . . x1] and similarly for y.
Then the rule specifies the result of translating x = y to be:

n�
i=1

xi = yi

This boolean formula will evaluate to true if all bits xi of x
have the same value as the corresponding bits yi of y, and
false otherwise.

Likewise, addition and subtraction between variables trans-
lates into a boolean formula that simulates a ripple-carry
adder. Because we use 2’s complement representation for
integers, addition and subtraction automatically treat arith-
metic overflow in the same way as a real machine does. Com-
parison operators can be translated directly by comparing
each bit in turn. Bit-wise operations are trivial to translate
because the representation keeps a formula for each bit. We
use a variant of Booth’s algorithm to translate multiplica-
tion between variables and constants, but we do not support
multiplication between variables. In general, it is sound but
imprecise to model the value of unsupported operators with
an array of fresh boolean variables, which essentially says
that the expression can return any value in its type.

Lemma 2 states that the second phase of the transla-
tion is sound. We use BitStore(η) to convert the environ-
ment η into its bit level counterpart. More precisely, if
BitVec(v) = [vn . . . v1] and η(v) = a, then BitStore(η) maps
vi 7→ ((a band 2i−1) 6= 0).

Statements:

skip
S→ true

Skip
(v = e)

B→ f

(v ← e)
S→ f

Assign

S1
S→ f1, S2

S→ f2

S1; S2
S→ f1 ∧ f2

Seq

b
B→ fb, St

S→ ft, Sf
S→ ff

if (b) St else Sf
S→ (fb ∧ ft) ∨ (¬fb ∧ ff )

If

b
B→ f

assume(b)
S→ f

Assume

bool Expressions:

true
B→ true

True
false

B→ false
False

b
B→ f

¬b
B→ ¬f

Not
b1

B→ f1, b2
B→ f2

b1 ∧ b2
B→ f1 ∧ f2

And

e1
E→ [fn . . . f1], e2

E→ [gn . . . g1]

e1 = e2
B→ � n

i=1 fi = gi

Equal

e1
E→ [fn . . . g1], e2

E→ [gn . . . g1]

e1 < e2
B→ (fn ∧ ¬gn) ∨ (fn = gn ∧ (. . . ))

Less

int Expressions:

BitVec(v) = [vn . . . v1]

v
E→ [vn . . . v1]

Var

v1, . . . , vn Fresh

unknown
E→ [vn . . . v1]

Unknown

e1
E→ [fn . . . f1], e2

E→ [gn . . . g1]

e1 band e2
E→ [fn ∧ gn; . . . ; f1 ∧ g1]

BitwiseAnd

e1
E→ [fn . . . f1], e2

E→ [gn . . . g1]

e1 + e2
E→ [. . . ; f2 ⊕ g2 ⊕ (f1 ∧ g1); f1 ⊕ g1]

Plus

Figure 4: Second phase of the translation. These
rules convert control flow and expressions into
boolean formulas, and they assume that there are
no while loops in the input. The Assign rule takes ad-
vantage of the renaming done in the first phase and
simply becomes an equality assumption. The Less

rule implements an unsigned comparison; a signed
comparison operator is only slightly more complex.



Lemma 2 (Phase II of the translation is sound)
Given Simpler program S from phase I, let η be the initial
state, and η′ be the result of one possible execution, i.e.

η′ ∈ exec(S, η)

If

S
S→ f

Then BitStore(η′) is a model for f .

Proof: by structural induction on translation rules in phase
II.

2.4 Putting it all together
With Phase I and II of the translation defined above,

we define function SimpleToSAT that puts these phases to-
gether:

〈P, Rename({}, Ref(P ) ∪ Def(P ))〉 S
; 〈P ′, T 〉

P ′ S→ f

SimpleToSAT(P ′) = f
SimpleToSAT

Theorem 1 (SimpleToSAT is sound) Given P , if

SimpleToSAT(P ) = f

Then a valid execution of P will correspond to a model for
f .

Proof: by Lemma 1 and 2. Note the correspondence is
embedded in the application of the lemmas.

3. STATIC ASSERTION CHECKER
One natural application of the translation framework is a

static assertion checker. The source language used in this
section will be Simple augmented with assertions:

S ::= . . . | assert(B)

We call this augmented language SimpleA. The assert()

facility is found in many programming languages. It allows
programmers to abort execution immediately if the boolean
argument is not true. Robust code uses assertions exten-
sively as a form of documentation and reassurance. Auto-
mated instrumentation tools such as SafeC [2], CCured [19],
and others also introduce assertions that help enforce safety
properties that the user forgets to check.

We use Phase I of the translation (Figure 2) to turn SimpleA

into SimplerA (i.e. SimpleA with renamed variables and desug-
ared while loops). The only change necessary to handle as-
sert is one additional rule, shown in Part 1 of Figure 5. The
rule renames the variables in the assert predicate using the
given table.

Part 2 of Figure 5 defines a new function:

A→: stmt→ f

which takes a statement from SimplerA and returns a boolean
formula which is satisfiable if the statement has a potential

assertion failure. The intuition for
A→ is that assignments,

assumptions, and skip can never cause assertion failure by
themselves. A sequence can cause an error if an error oc-
curs in the first statement, or if the first statement executes
normally and the second statement causes an error. An if
statement can cause an error when the condition is true and

Part 1:

〈b, T 〉 B
; b′

〈assert(b), T 〉 S
; 〈assert(b′), T 〉

Assert

Part 2:

skip
A→ false

Skip
(v ← e)

A→ false
Assign

S1
S→ g, S1

A→ f1, S2
A→ f2

S1; S2
A→ f1 ∨ (g ∧ f2)

Seq

b
B→ fb, St

A→ ft, Sf
A→ ff

if (b) St else Sf
A→ (fb ∧ ft) ∨ (¬fb ∧ ff )

If

assume(b)
A→ false

Assume

b
B→ f

assert(b)
A→ ¬f

Assert

Figure 5: Rules for the assertion checking transla-
tion.

the true branch causes an error, and similarly for the false
branch. Finally, an assertion statement can fail if the con-
dition is false.

The soundness of
A→ follows from Theorem 1 and a struc-

tural induction on the rules in Figure 5.

4. STATE MACHINE PROPERTIES
One large class of temporal safety properties can be ex-

pressed in terms of finite state machines (FSM). This ap-
proach has been successful in finding a large number of er-
rors in programs [12, 1]. One limitation of this approach
is the difficulty of adding path sensitivity. For most prop-
erties, it is hard for path-insensitive tools to go beyond
intra-procedural analysis without flagging a large number
of false positives. In this section we propose an FSM an-
alyzer based on the Simple to SAT translation framework.
We present two different FSM checkers: one is a direct ex-
tension to the assertion checker in Section 3 suitable for
intra-procedural analysis; a more complex version employs
program slicing techniques and may be suitable for verifying
whole programs.

The source language in this section will be Simple aug-
mented with state transitions:

S ::= . . . | [s1 ⇒ s′1; . . . ; sn ⇒ s′n]

where the distinct states si are drawn from a finite set of
states D with a distinguished state error ∈ D. In this paper
we will assume for simplicity that D ⊆ int, but we will use
names to refer to states. We assume the initial state is
given in the execution environment. We call this augmented
language SimpleT.

4.1 Simple FSM Checker



Merging Transitions

{} � S{} = {} {} � S{ω} = {ω} {ω} � S{} = {ω}

ω1 = 〈s1 ⇒ s2, g1, V1〉
ω2 = 〈s1 ⇒ s2, g2, V2〉
〈f, 〉 = SliceTrans(S, V1 ∪ V2)

g = � true if (f → g1 ∨ g2) is tautology
g1 ∨ g2 otherwise

V = � {} if g = true

V1 ∪ V2 otherwise

{ω1} � S{ω2} = 〈s1 ⇒ s2, g, V 〉

MergeS(ΩA, ΩB) =�
s1,s2∈D � Projs1,s2

(ΩA) � � S � Projs1,s2
(ΩB) �

MergeSetS({Ω1, . . . , Ωn}) =�
s1,s2∈D ��� Projs1,s2

(Ω1) � �
S

. . . �
S � Projs1,s2

(Ωn) �	�

Composing Transitions

ω1 = 〈s1 ⇒ s2, g1, V1〉
ω2 = 〈s2 ⇒ s3, g2, V2〉

〈f, 〉 = SliceTrans(S, V1 ∪ V2)
f ∧ (g1 ∧ g2) satisfiable

ω1 
 S
ω2 = {〈s1 ⇒ s3, g1 ∧ g2, V1 ∪ V2〉}

ω1 = 〈s1 ⇒ s′1, g1, V1〉
ω2 = 〈s2 ⇒ s′2, g2, V2〉

〈f, 〉 = SliceTrans(S, V1 ∪ V2)
s′1 6= s2 or (f ∧ g1 ∧ g2) not satisfiable

ω1 
 S
ω2 = {}

ΩA = {ωA1, . . . , ωAm}
ΩB = {ωB1, . . . , ωBn}

ComposeS(ΩA, ΩB) =
MergeSetS(

�
i,j(ωAi 
 S ωBj))

Compose

Figure 8: Composing and merging transitions. The function Projs1,s2
(Ω) is the projection of the set Ω to the

(always empty or singleton) set of triples which have a transition of s1 ⇒ s2.

SliceTrans(skip, V ) = 〈true, V 〉 Slice-Skip

SliceTrans([s1 ⇒ s′1; . . . ; sn ⇒ s′n], V ) = 〈true, V 〉 Slice-Trans

〈f2, V
′〉 = SliceTrans(S2, V )

〈f1, V
′′〉 = SliceTrans(S1, V

′)

SliceTrans(S1; S2, V ) = 〈f1 ∧ f2, V
′′〉 Slice-Seq

(v = e)
B→ f, v ∈ V

SliceTrans(v ← e, V ) = 〈f, V ∪ Ref(e)〉 Slice-Assign-Relevant

v /∈ V

SliceTrans(v ← e, V ) = 〈true, V 〉 Slice-Assign-Irrelevant

b
B→ fb

〈ft, Vt〉 = SliceTrans(St, V )
〈ff , Vf 〉 = SliceTrans(Sf , V )
D = Def(St) ∪ Def(Sf )

V ′ = � Ref(b) if D ∩ V 6= φ
φ otherwise

SliceTrans(if (b) St else Sf , V ) =
〈(fb ∧ ft) ∨ (¬fb ∧ ff ), V ∪ Vt ∪ Vf ∪ V ′〉

Slice-If

Figure 6: Program Slicing

The simple way to encode state machine properties is to
convert SimpleT into SimpleA by adding a special state vari-

able to keep track of the current state of the FSM at each
program point. FSM transitions are translated into con-
ditional assignments to the state variable, followed by an
assertion that the new state is not error. More precisely, the
state machine transition:

[s1 ⇒ s′1; . . . ; sn ⇒ s′n]

Adding Guards to Transitions

Ω =
� n

i=1{〈si ⇒ s′i, gi, Vi〉}
c

B→ c′

AddGuard(c, Ω) =� n

i=1{〈si ⇒ s′i, c
′ ∧ gi, Vi ∪ Ref(c)〉}

AddCond

FSM Summary Construction

S = {v ← e}
S

SM→ �
s∈D{〈s⇒ s, true, {}〉}

Assign

S = assume(b)

S
SM→

�
s∈D{〈s⇒ s, true, {}〉}

Assume

S = [s1 ⇒ s′1; . . . ; sn ⇒ s′n]

S
SM→ � n

i=1{〈si ⇒ s′i, true, {}〉}
Transition

S = { if (b) St else Sf }
St

SM→ Ωt Ω′
t = AddGuard(b, Ωt)

Sf
SM→ Ωf Ω′

f = AddGuard(¬b, Ωf )

S
SM→ MergeS(Ω′

t, Ω
′
f )

If

S = S1; S2

S1
SM→ Ω1 S2

SM→ Ω2

S1; S2
SM→ ComposeS(Ω1, Ω2)

Seq

Figure 7: Constructing FSM Summaries.

in SimpleTwill be translated into the SimpleA statement:

if (state = s1) state← s′1
else if (state = s2) state← s′2

. . .
else if (state = sn) state← s′n
else assume(false);
assert(¬(state = error))



The state variable is initialized to the start state on en-
tering the procedure, i.e. given a program P and an initial
state Init, we actually translate the program P ′ = (state←
Init; P ).

We check the resulting SimpleA program with the algo-
rithm shown in Section 3.

4.2 FSM Checker with Slicing
One potential problem with the simple FSM translation

above is scalability. The simple translation takes into ac-
count all the program variables that may or may not be
related to the FSM property we are checking. Consider the
following example, which uses a state machine property in-
volving locking and unlocking:

/* enter in the unlocked state */

if (x 6= 0)
[unlocked⇒ locked; locked⇒ error]

else skip;
y = /* complex computation */;

if (x 6= 0)
[locked⇒ unlocked; unlocked⇒ error]

else skip

In this example, the variable y is most likely not related to
the lock/unlock parity property we check, and therefore can
be safely omitted in the translation. Also, no matter what
value x holds, the program segment will always exit in the
unlocked state, so we do not have to track the value of x
outside of this program segment.

In this section, we propose a solution that employs pro-
gram slicing techniques [21]. The algorithm takes a SimplerT

program P and computes a summary of P as a set of triples:

P
SM→

n�
i=0

{〈si ⇒ s′i, gi, Vi〉}

Each triple 〈s ⇒ s′, g, V 〉 in the summary describes one
possible FSM transition (s⇒ s′) through the program, an-
notated with a boolean formula g that is satisfiable if the
transition can take place. We call g the guard of the transi-
tion. We also include a set of variables V that are referenced
when constructing the guard g. V is later used as the slicing
criterion when we simplify boolean formulas for testing path
feasibility.

The rest of this section describes the rules for the slicing
translation. Section 4.3 shows an example that illustrates
how they work. The reader may wish to skip to that section
first in order to build some intuition.

We use the slicer function SliceTrans(S, V ) to remove parts
of the statement S unrelated to the set of variables V (also
called a slicing criterion). Rules for slicing are given in Fig-
ure 6. SliceTrans replaces Phase II of the SimpleToSAT trans-
lation, and removes the effect of assignments of irrelevant
variables by replacing them with the effect of skip, which is
true.

Figure 7 shows the algorithm that computes FSM sum-
maries from SimplerT programs. The algorithm recursively
computes a set of triples for each statement. These triples
summarize the possible state transitions that occur within
the statement. For assignment and assume statements, no
state transition occurs, and the rule specifies that the result
is merely a set of identity triples. That is, for every state

s ∈ D, each triple maps s⇒ s, with a guard that is true and
an empty variable set.

For transitions, the algorithm returns the set of triples
with the transitions specified by the statement, with true

guards and empty variable sets. This is because a transition
statement unconditionally changes the state. If no transition
is specified for a particular state, the algorithm assumes that
the code path is not reachable in that state (this is the same
as the simple FSM checker in Section 4.1).

For if statements, we add the condition to the guards of
the triples derived from each branch, and then we merge
the triples from each branch into a single summary. The
AddGuard inserts the control predicate into the triples from
the true and false branches, and the Merge function com-
bines the two sets of triples into one. As shown in Fig-
ure 8, Merge merges triples with common transitions by
or’ing their guards together. If the program execution en-
tails the resulting guard (i.e. the condition f → g1 ∨ g2 is
a tautology), then we know that the transition s1 ⇒ s2 al-
ways occurs, no matter what value variables have before the
beginning of the if statement. In this case, we can ignore
dependencies on variables before this point by replacing the
guard with true, and clearing the relevant variable set. Note
that testing whether f → g1 ∨ g2 is a tautology is optional
because it is sound to always keep the guards and variable
set.

To compute the summary triples for {SA; SB}, the Seq

rule uses the Compose function to combine the transition
summaries of SA and SB. As shown in Figure 8, Compose

essentially chains the FSM transitions in its arguments and
tests feasibility. A transition is only accepted into the final
summary if it arises from a valid path. This feasibility test
need not be done every time Compose is called; it can be
done at any time. For example, the test can be done at the
end of the program when all of the final triples have been
determined. This way a single call to SAT will determine if
there is a feasible path starting in a particular initial state
and ending in the error state. If procedure calls are added
to Simple, it would also make sense to determine path fea-
sibility immediately before each function call; if the path is
not feasible, the call need not be analyzed along that path.

Recall from Section 2 that a valid execution of a Simple

program corresponds to a satisfiable boolean formula f from
the SimpleToSAT translation. Therefore, the feasibility of
the transition can be tested by conjuncting the guards with
f and testing satisfiability of the result using the SAT solver.
The result from the chaining process is further merged to
produce the final summary.

Last but not least, recall that we desugar while loops into
a single if statement that simulates the following two pos-
sibilities: (a) the loop body is never executed (b) the loop
body is executed one or more times in which case we simu-
late the final iteration of the loop. For a finite state machine
with n states, unrolling the loop once is not enough, because
some transitions might only take place when the loop body
is executed multiple times. To solve this problem, we need
to unroll the loop a maximum of n times in the worst case.
We introduce a fresh set of variables each time we unroll the
loop body to simulate the effect that an arbitrary number
of iterations have elapsed between each transition.
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Figure 9: Example of the slicing translation.

if (x0 < 10) {
/* +++ */

assume(x1 < 10);
x2 ← x1 + 1;
if (x2 < 10) {
/* +++ */

assume(x3 < 10);
x4 ← x3 + 1;
/* unroll again here if necessary */

x5 ← x4

} else x5 ← x2;
assume(¬(x5 < 10));
x6 ← x5

} else x6 ← x0

Figure 10: Example showing loop unrolling for
FSMs.

Because of space limitations, instead of writing out the
specific rules, we use the following example to illustrate the
translation:

while (x < 10)
x <- x + 1;

The result of unrolling this loop twice is shown in Figure 10.
Comments /* +++ */ indicate the positions where an arbi-
trary number of iterations could have happened. In the
implementation, we do not always need to unroll n times to
obtain all possible transitions. An optimization would be to
unroll until a fixed point is reached on the set of transitions.

4.3 Slicing Example
We will use the following example to show the translation

rules in action. Suppose that after Phase I, we arrive at the
following SimplerT program:

1: /* enter in the unlocked state */

2: if (x0 6= 0) {
3: [unlocked⇒ locked; locked⇒ error];
4: x1 ← 2; x2 ← x1

5: } else x2 ← x0;
6: if (x2 6= 0)
7: [locked⇒ unlocked; unlocked⇒ error]
8: else skip

Figure 9 illustrates the translation from SimplerT to FSM
summaries. Each triple 〈s ⇒ s′, g, V 〉 in the summary is
represented by a solid arrow in the graph, going from the
source state to the target state. The guard g and relevant
variable set V are labeled on top of the arrow. Ignoring
the labels, triples 1-3 are generated from the lock transition
on line 3 by the Transition rule. Triples 3-5 are from the
assignment on line 5. To compute the summary of the first
if statement, we combine the set of triples from the two
branches by applying the If rule. The effect of this merge is
that the (error ⇒ error) transition common to both branches
is merged with the � operation. The result is shown as
arrows 1-5, with the labels added by the AddCond operation
in the If rule. Similarly, the second if statement computes
to a summary represented by arrows 6-10.

To compute the summary for the whole program, we com-
pose the two sets of transitions from both if statements using
the Seq rule. Dotted lines (a)-(h) in the graph corresponds
to the 
 operations applied in the process, each represent-
ing a possible chain of transitions, which we list below:

√
(a) u

(x0 6=0)∧(x2 6=0), {x0,x2}→ u

× (b) u
(x0 6=0)∧(x2=0), {x0,x2}→ l√

(c) l
(x0 6=0)∧true, {x0} → e√

(d) e
true, {} → e

× (e) l
(x0=0)∧(x2 6=0), {x0,x2}→ u√

(f) l
(x0=0)∧(x2=0), {x0,x2}→ l

× (g) u
(x0=0)∧(x2 6=0), {x0,x2}→ e√

(h) u
(x0=0)∧(x2=0), {x0,x2}→ u

For the variable set V = {x0, x2}, we slice the entire program
P with SliceTrans(P, V ) and get the following formula f :

(x0 6= 0 ∧ x1 = 2 ∧ x2 = x1) ∨ (x0 = 0 ∧ x2 = x0)

Transitions (b), (e), and (g) are eliminated in this step be-
cause they arise from infeasible paths. We detect this be-
cause f ∧ g is unsatisfiable for the guards g of these tran-
sitions. Finally, the � operation is called to combine (a)
and (h), both of which goes from unlocked to unlocked. Since

f → ((x0 6= 0) ∧ (x2 6= 0)) ∨ ((x0 = 0) ∧ (x2 = 0))

is a tautology, we set the guard to be true, and arrive at the
final result (i).

(i) u
true, {}→ u



This removes the dependence on x because the program will
exit the program in the unlocked state if it enters in the
unlocked state, no matter what x is. The summary now
contains (c), (d), (f), and (i). Since we assume the initial
state is unlocked, we eliminate (c), (d), and (f) and retain
(i) as the final summary of the program segment.

5. RESULTS
We have implemented the translation described in Sec-

tion 2, 3, and 4. Together, these comprise 682 lines of
O’Caml code. In addition, in order to feed the resulting
boolean formula into a conventional SAT solver, we convert
the formula into conjunctive normal form (CNF), which es-
sentially flattens the formula into a set of clauses. This step
is fairly standard and follows the outline given in [6].

Table 1 shows some timing experiements we performed
to see whether SAT is a viable back-end solver for formu-
las obtained from this translation. Our implementation has
not been optimized. We use Chaff [18] as our back-end SAT
solver. The tests were performed on a 1.1GHz dual Pentium
III with 1GB of memory. The examples are all given in this
paper, except for a version of Euclid’s algorithm and a sim-
ple buffer overrun example from Dor’s paper [11], described
below.

5.1 Detecting Buffer Overruns
One serious class of computer security problems is caused

by careless handling of string buffers in C. These bugs often
allow a malicious attacker to take over control of a remote
system, and this class of vulnerabilities is widely exploited.

Recently, researchers have attempted to use static analysis
to attack this problem. Dor et. al. annotate string opera-
tions with integer variables capturing their effects on string
buffers [11]. The annotated program contains assertions that
are checked using an abstract interpretation algorithm that
discovers linear relationships between variables.

We have manually annotated two examples from Dor’s
paper, converting the code into Simple. Our translation ap-
proach can detect the errors in the example programs with
the simple assertion checker described in Section 3 and also
with the slicing translator from Section 41. Table 1 shows
that we translated and solved the insert long example in
2.84s, and SAT only took up 1.33s of that time. The time
reported by Dor for this example is 38.8s (but our test ma-
chine is approximately three times as fast as the machine
Dor used in her tests).

With the slicing translation, we were able to cut down the
size of the final summary by a third from 186327 to 123206
clauses. We delayed the feasibility test in the Compose rule
to the end of the translation. The total running time is
7.50 seconds, of which 4.49 seconds is spent in the SAT
solver. It is slower than the simple translation because of
repeated calls to the SAT solver in the process of merging
the transitions, but the end result is a more concise summary
of the program segment in terms of the FSM property we
are checking.

6. RELATED WORK
Our work is based on the model used by Metal [12, 14],

where properties are specified as state machines that pat-

1We can model assertions by a simple FSM transition from
state OK to Failure.

tern match specific source code to recognize when to per-
form transitions. We take the set of transitions for granted
and perform an additional analysis step that determines if
any of the paths that lead to an error are feasible paths.
Previously, Metal used an algorithm based on congruence
closure to perform false path pruning. That approach was
unsound, could not handle as many types of conditions and
expressions, and only worked on a single path at a time.

SLAM [3] and Lazy Abstraction [15] use an iterative tech-
nique that includes predicate abstraction, model checking,
and counterexample-based refinement. One important ad-
vantage this technique enjoys is that it is interprocedural
without the need for inlining. We differ from these ap-
proaches in that we do not use predicate abstraction to
dynamically refine the set of relevant predicates. Instead,
once we determine that an error may be possible, we di-
rectly transform all the program’s statements and control
flow into a single compact satisfiability problem. Our ap-
proach is guaranteed to terminate, but we lose precision
with loops and recursive functions. On the other hand, our
approach wastes little time recovering implications between
predicates.

ESP [9] currently performs constant propagation to prune
paths; more complex relationships between variables are not
handled. In addition, because it is not demand-driven, it
propagates information even if it is not needed. In contrast,
we only convert a procedure to SAT if there is a potential
path to an error. On the other hand, ESP is interprocedural
and context sensitive, thanks to an interprocedural dataflow
analysis framework [20].

This work bears the most similarity to the verification gen-
eration phase of Extended Static Checking [10] (ESC). ESC
generates verification conditions for a procedure at a time.
It requires pre/post condition annotations on functions to
model side effects. Our Phase I, and assertion translations
are similar to ESC’s technique for generating compact ver-
ification conditions [13]. However, ESC does not use the
idea of transitions to perform program slicing, as we do in
Section 4.

Prefix [5] performs symbolic execution to capture fairly
precise information about program behavior in order to de-
tect common programming errors such as memory leaks and
NULL pointer dereferences. They arbitrarily limit the num-
ber of paths they explore because of the expense of full sym-
bolic evaluation.

Model checking [7] is an exhaustive state exploration tech-
nique that has become popular for hardware verification.
A model must be created, which requires significant effort
to produce an abstraction that is accurate enough to rule
out false paths but small enough to be model-checked. Re-
cently some work has been done on Bounded Model Check-
ing (BMC), which is essentially model checking using SAT
solvers. BMC has been shown to avoid the state explo-
sion problem in some cases [6, 4]. In BMC, approach, the
user provides an initial state I(x0) and a transition relation
T (xi, xi+1), which are transformed into SAT formulas. SAT
is called repeatedly with longer and longer formulas, each
time adding a copy of the transition relation and therefore
searching one level further from the initial state in the state
space. The analogous technique for the approach in this
paper would be to unroll loops iteratively.

Alloy [16] translates first-order relational logic into SAT
to decide formulas. The translation handles quantifiers and



Example LOC Clauses Vars CNF SAT Total
Figure 3a 6 2938 615 0.03s < 0.01s 0.03s
Figure 3b 3 1527 1011 0.01s < 0.01s 0.01s
Euclid 8 5970 2545 0.05s 0.03s 0.08s
simple buffer overrun 143 42261 10641 0.34s 0.04s 0.38s
insert long buffer overrun 508 186246 44470 1.51s 1.33s 2.84s

Table 1: Timing measurements on sample programs. LOC is lines of Simple code.

other constructs. Unlike this work, Alloy aims to check prop-
erties of specifications, although some work has been done
on using Alloy to check program properties [17].

7. CONCLUSION
We have shown how to perform path-sensitive analysis by

tranforming it into a boolean satisfiability problem. By inte-
grating program slicing, finite state machine properties, and
the ability to reason about values, we believe this analysis
framework holds promise for error detection and verification
in safety and security-critical code.
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